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Physical presence in Greenland consolidates LEMAN’s business activities in the
country and provides a launch pad for future growth in line with the company’s
ambitious business strategy. Behind the decision lies a wish to move even closer
to the customers and their business.
SPECIALISTS ON NORTH ATLANTIC TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS
With more than 20 years of experience with transportation to and from
Greenland, this is not an unknown territory for the Danish transportation and
logistics company LEMAN. Until now, LEMAN’s many North Atlantic specialists
have been located in Aalborg. To ensure future sustainable and profitable growth
as a part of the new business strategy, LEMAN now opens a branch in Nuuk and
will be visibly present and able to move even closer to the customers and follow
the shipments all the way through.
MOVING EVEN CLOSER TO THE CUSTOMERS
”We are always looking on expanding our activities if we can do so in a sound and
profitable manner. Through a period of years, Greenland has been a very exciting
market, and we are confident of further growth potential. Therefore, it is only
natural to open our own office in Nuuk,” says Thomas Krøyer, CEO for LEMAN
Group and adds: ”I have no doubt that being physically present will strengthen our
position. Besides our broad product range, we are now able to offer a significantly
better setup locally in Greenland, and this gives us the opportunity to move even
closer to our customers.”
LEMAN’s broad range of transportation solutions to and from Greenland includes
regular shipments by air and sea through fixed agreements with long-term
partners, such as Air Greenland and Royal Arctic Line. On all departures, LEMAN
is assured a large volume of capacity.
ABOUT LEMAN
LEMAN is a Danish-founded, global transportation and logistics company with
120 years of experience and history. Today, LEMAN delivers state-of-the-art
solutions within logistics, express parcel delivery, road transport, air and sea
freight as well as tailored pharma and project solutions. With about 750
employees, the company is located in 25 offices in Denmark, USA, UK, Sweden,
Norway, Finland and Greenland.
For further information, please contact:
CEO of LEMAN Group, Thomas Krøyer at tel. +45 33 43 42 20 or email:
thomas.kroyer@leman.com.

